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Publications - applicationsPublications - applications

Joint publicationsJoint publications

Recently Published

� “The roots and routes of Environmental and Sustainability Education policy research” (Van 
Poeck, K. & Lysgaard, J. – Environmental Education Research)

� “The roots and routes of Environmental and Sustainability Education policy research – an 
introduction to a virtual special issue” (Lysgaard, J., Reid, A. & Van Poeck, K. –
Environmental Education Research)

Submitted

� “An educative perspective on introducing and handling ‘the political’ in environmental 
and sustainability education: An Epistemological Move Analysis of educators’ actions” 
(Van Poeck, K. & Östman, L. – Environmental Education Research)

� “The political tendency in Environmental and Sustainability Education” (Håkansson M., 
Östman, L. & Van Poeck, K. – European Educational Research Journal)
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Joint publicationsJoint publications

In the making

� “An exploration of sustainability change agents as educators in non-formal learning 
settings. Mapping a varied landscape” (Læssøe, J., Van Poeck, K. & Block, T. –
Environmental Politics)

� “Urban sustainability transitions as spaces for experiential learning” (Van Poeck, K., Block, T. 
& Östman, L.)

� “Sustainability in Canadian K-12 Education: Reviewing Policy Initiatives across School 
Divisions and Provincial Ministries of Education” (Beveridge, D., Aikens, K., McKenzie, M. & 
Van Poeck, K.)

� SPECIAL ISSUE: “Environmental and sustainability education in the BENELUX region” (Editors: 
Van Poeck, K., König, A. & Wals, A.)
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Joint applicationsJoint applications

� FWO research project: “University education and the pursuit of sustainable development. 
Preparing the ground for sustainability politics?” (Block, T., Van Poeck, K. & Östman, L.)

� Swedish research council: “Education for Sustainable Development in Swedish Teacher 
Education” (Hanson, P., Bengtson, S., Forsberg, E., Van Poeck, K., Östman, L., & Kronlid, D.)

� Formas: “Wicked problems and educative spaces for urban sustainability transition” 
(Kronlid, D., Van Poeck, K., Friman, E., Östman, L., Block, T. & Dehaene, M.)

� NCE-IKTP: proposal for a “Climate Change Education Knowledge Translation Platform” 
(McKenzie, M., Reid, A. & ITN)
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‘Teaching and learning in the face of wicked socio-ecological problems’‘Teaching and learning in the face of wicked socio-ecological problems’
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ContributionsContributions

Part I: Exploring Theoretical and Methodological Frameworks

� “Urban Sustainability Transitions as Spaces for Experiential Learning” (Van Poeck, K., Block 
T. & Östman, L.)

� “Infinite Environmental (Ethical) Education” (Bengtsson, S. & Kronlid, D.)

� “Hybrid Sustainability Issues and the Entanglement of Discourse and Matter: Epistemology 
and Didactics” (Van Poeck, K., Lysgaard, J. & Goeminne, G.)

� Chair: J. Læssøe – discussant: A. Reid
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ContributionsContributions

Part II: Contributions fromempirical research

� “Sustainability Within and Across Place - Methodological and Educational Responses to 
the Framing of Sustainability Challenges as ‘Post-normal’” (McKenzie, M. & Reid, A.)

� “How Does Cultural Divergence Influence Children’s Approach to Knowledge About 
Climate Change?” (Lee, E.)

� “Learning without borders in Danish folk high schools” (Læssøe, J., Rahbek, R. & Lysgaard, 
J.)

� Chair: K. Van Poeck – discussant: S. Bengtsson
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Review results: Part IReview results: Part I

� Promising symposium – at the forefront of the field 

� Anchored in previous research

� Strength: empirical studies are related to advanced philosophical/theoretical/political 
issues and perspectives

� Theme/topic + choice of contributions = much needed discussion in the field

� Link presentations clearly so that the audience can follow the wicked problems thread

� Clearly define the implications for practice in the field 
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Review results: Part IIReview results: Part II

� Promising symposium – at the forefront of the field 

� Theories of the different contributions seem a bit fragmented: coordinate presentations to 
help the audience see the common thread

� Welcome focus on the significance of place in ESER 

� Potentially rich contributions, very different in focus, scale and approach

� Enhance clarity about how three disparate studies will address its research focus
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Presentations and discussionPresentations and discussion

� How to address reviewers’ comments and suggestions?

� Common wicked problems thread: how to introduce/highlight?

� Role of chairs and discussants?

� Joint publication?
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Exploring and developing ideas Exploring and developing ideas 
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Interests, dreams, ambitions, opportunitiesInterests, dreams, ambitions, opportunities

� What are important topics, issues, questions, challenges… in ESE research in relation to this 
ITN’s focus on teaching and learning in the face of wicked socio-ecological issues?

� What are exciting ways to address these? Or: What would you really want to do? What 
kind of ITN research collaboration would be in line with your interests, passion, 
commitment?

� How would you like to ‘benefit’ from this ITN? What kind of activities would be helpful for 
you and your research?

� What are interesting opportunities that we should explore (funding, events, publications, 
networks…)?
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